Mac Mathúna (Liam)

3225. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Some words for ‘(man-made) ridge’ in Irish: 
   fu(i)th(a)ire; immaire; indra, indra. 

704. Mac Mathúna (Liam): On the expression of ‘rain’ and ‘it is raining’ in 
   Irish. 
   1. Introduction; 2.0 OIr. flechtad, flisch; 2.1 OIr. bríen; 2.2 OIr. folc; 3.0 
      OIr. feraid flechtad; Mtr. ferthain; 3.1 Mtr. bístech; 3.2 OIr. snigid; 3.3 
      EModIr. silid; 4.0 ModIr.: Introduction; 4.1 Munster; 4.2 cuir as auxiliary; 4.3 
      Scottish Gaelic; Manx Gaelic (uisge, sileadh; flinghey, flinghegh, ceau). Section 
      4 is based mainly on LASID quests 270, 846-48, 896.

5095. Mac Mathúna (Liam): On the expression and concept of blindness in 
   Irish. 
   In StH 19 (1979), pp. 26–62. 
   OIr. dail, cásé, gol, letcháech.

1732. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Geilt sa chiall duine lomnocht. 
   In Éigse 18/1 (1980), pp. 39–42. 
   Includes the paradigm of geilt in both Early and Modern Irish.

3275. Mac Mathúna (Liam): ‘Snow’ and ‘it is snowing’ in Irish and Welsh: a 
   semantic study. 
   In BBCS 29/1 (Nov., 1980), pp. 66–79.


7724. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Gnéithe d’fhoghlaim agus d’úsáid dara 
   teangacha in Éirinn. 

5106. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Old Irish heights and word-field potential. 
   OIr. ard, antae, digas, digsa, malach, sliab, tulach.

7985. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The potential for Irish-English dual medium 
   instruction in the primary school. 

8230. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Continuity and innovation in Early Irish words 
   for ‘water expanse’. 
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Inland pool, lake: *kinn* and *lech*; Coastal inlet: *inber*, *gabul*, *gobol*, *cúan* and *mac cnenn*; The sea: *muir*, *ler*, *fairrge* and *ocían*.

17487. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Pobal na Gaeilge: oídhri agus ceannródaíthe / aistí le Liam MAC MATHÚNA.

9684. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Saothrú na sanasaíochta agus na Nua-Ghaeilge.
   In Teangeolas 24 (Earrach, 1988), pp. 20–23.

7994. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Tilling some Irish lexical fields.

2279. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The topographical vocabulary of Irish: patterns and implications.

493. Mac Mathúna (Liam): On the semantics of Irish words derived from IE *gʰer*- `hot’.

17528. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Dúc has agus dó c has: scéal na Gaeilge i mBaile Átha Cliath.

5939. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The topographical components of the place-names in *Táin bó Cúailnge* and other selected early Irish texts.

17286. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The scope of landscape: some contrasts and realignments within the topographical vocabulary of Early Irish.

6373. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The Vikings in Ireland: contemporary reaction and cultural legacy.

17723. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Ar thóir an fhocail chruinn: polasaí agus cur chuige lucht iriseoireachta, téarmaíochta agus odencasí.

1212. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Observations on Irish *lann* `piece of) land; (church) building’ and compounds.
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9545. Mac Mathúna (Liam): A lexical trek through some early Irish ‘valleys’.

2818. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The Christianization of the early Irish cosmos?:
muir mas, nem nglas, tālam cé (Blath. 258).

Provides a semantic study of the terms used in Irish to describe the perceived organization of the universe, focusing on the transition from the pagan Celtic three-fold cosmic conception of earth, sea and sky to the Christian dichotomy of heaven and earth. Discusses in particular material from the Blathmac poems (cf. B.I.I. 5593).

17713. Mac Mathúna (Liam) (ed.), Nic Eoin (Máirín) (ed.): Ar thóir an fho-
cail chruinn: iriseoirí, téarmaolaithe agus fadh banna an aistriúc háin / eagarthóirí: Máirín Nic Eoin agus Liam Mac Mathúna.

Papers from a symposium held in Dublin, 22 November 1996.

16157. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Sráidainmneacha Blaile Átha Cliath.

225. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Irish perceptions of the cosmos.

Traces development of the three-fold division of the cosmos into sky, earth, and sea in Irish literature.

9587. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Celestial bodies in Irish laudatory expressions: contexts and roles.

Studies examples occurring in Tadhg Dall Ó hUiginn and in Old Irish Christian literature of words for sun, moon and star used in such expressions.


6386. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Viking and Gael meet at Dublin town: complementing the archaeological record.
   *In 5th Symposium of Societas Celtologica Nordica (2001)*, pp. 65–82.


1153. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Lexical and literary aspects of ‘heart’ in Irish.
   *In Ériu 53* (2003), pp. 1–18.

   1. Introduction; 2. Forms and declension of *cride*; 3. Sense of *cride*: 3.1 Primary sense: the physical heart; 3.2 *Cride* ‘centre, middle part, focus’ vs. *medón* and *lár*; 4. The heart as metaphor for courage; 5. The heart as seat and object of love: 5.1 *Cnú* and *cride*; 6. The heart as seat of emotions etc.; 7. ‘Heartbreak’ resulting in death: 7.1 General; 7.2 Deirdre; 7.3 Finnabair; 7.4 Domn Cúailnge; 7.5 Other instances; 8. Welsh parallels.

7813. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Rannpháirtíocht sna cíursáid difriúla Gaeilge ar an tríú leibhéal.


2531. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Continuity and change in early Irish words for ‘plain’: exploring narrative text and place-name divergence.

   *mag, machair, níe, clár, réid, réide.*


17752. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Putting smiles into words: an Irish lexical experience.

6420. Mac Mathúna (Liam): On the provenance of the early Irish topographical lexicon.

10297. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The growth of Irish (L1) / English (L2) literary code-mixing, 1600–1900: contexts, genres and realisations.
Paper read to the 13th ICCS, Bonn 2007.


12521. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Linguistic change and standardization.

12875. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Snapshot or signpost? The role of English in Tadhg Ó Neachtain’s early eighteenth-century manuscripts.
   In Studia Celto-Slavica 5 (2010), pp. 29-46.

   In Béaloideas 78 (2010), pp. 126-147.

10621. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Douglas Hyde the scholar.

12492. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Earthquakes and their resonances: the Irish have words for them.
   In Researching the languages of Ireland (2011), pp. 63-82.

10941. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Tadhg Ó Neachtain agus comhfhreagrais cairdis, mi Feabhra 1726.
   In SH 37 (2011), pp. 107-120.

12650. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Caithréim Thoirdealbháigh, a literary text: action sensibility and world view.

15629. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Getting to grips with innovation and genre diversification in the work of the Ó Neachtain circle in early eighteenth-century Dublin.
   In ECI 27 (2012), pp. 53-83.

   In Fs. Ó hÓgáin (2012), pp. 77-93.

15875. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Verisimilitude or subversion? Probing the interaction of English and Irish in selected warrants and macaronic verse in the eighteenth century.
   In Irish and English (2012), pp. 116-140.


On the orthography used in Peadar Ó Laoire’s Séadna over its various editions published 1894-1914, and the influence of the 1904 edition on the development of contemporary Modern Irish orthography.


pp. 467-474: Séamas Ó Catháin’s printed works, [compiled by] Patricía MOLONEY.

Rev. by

Ó Catháin (Séamas) (hon.)


In Séimhfhear suairc [Fs. B. Ó Conchaitir] (2013), pp. 110-123.

12506. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The Ó Neachtain circle and the evolving intellectual world of Gaelic Dublin, c. 1730.

In Celebrating sixty years of Celtic studies at Uppsala University (2013), pp. 113-147.

13567. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The Irish cosmos revisited: further lexical perspectives.


In Léann 3 (2014), pp. 53-79.
15173. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Lamenting the death of Dr. Edmund Byrne, Archbishop of Dublin, in 1723: exploring the connection between letters and poems.
   In PHCC 33 (2014), pp. 169–188.

17840. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Standardization, maintenance and promotion of the contemporary Irish language.

16123. Mac Mathúna (Liam): ‘Caint na ndaoine’ agus saothar ilghnéitheach an Athar Peadar.


   In Reassessments on Rosa Anglica (2016), pp. 57–84.

15668. Mac Mathúna (Liam): From early modern Ireland to the Great Famine.
   In Sociolinguistics in Ireland (2016), pp. 154–175.